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Since the first microfluidic paper-based analytical device
(μPAD) was introduced by Whitesides and co-workers in

2007,1 the field has continued to develop at an exponential rate
with notable impacts to academic and industrial communities.
Generally, μPADs fabricated from cellulose paper as a substrate
can process 0.1 to 100 μL of liquids using fluidic channels with
millimeter dimensions. As an abundant, inexpensive, lightweight,
and biodegradable material, cellulosic paper is a natural platform
for microfluidics. While μPADs may lack the high mechanical
robustness of traditional microfluidic materials2 (i.e., glass,3

silicon,4 polymers5), they have other advantages. Cellulose’s
hydrophilicity and porosity generate flow via capillary action
without the need for external pumps or power supplies, and
patterning techniques exist to create well-defined channels using
any one of several fabrication methods. Application of μPADs is
particularly favored in point-of-need settings that require rapid
analysis with low cost and simple operation. While many of these
applications are relevant to diagnostics in developing countries
where resources and experts are limited, numerous applications
exist in the developed world as well. These advantages have
driven growth of the field toward applications of the portable
analytical devices for clinical diagnostics, environmental
monitoring, and food safety assurance.
The current Review serves as a comprehensive update from

our last review6 for emerging techniques and applications in the
μPAD arena during the time range of November 2014 to
October 2016. Fundamental paper microfluidic studies dealing
with topics of imbibition have been well discussed previously6−8

and are not elaborated upon here. We are also aware of the use of
paper substrates in manufacturing energetic and electronic
devices (aka papertronics),9−11 but they are not discussed here in
interest of maintaining focus on analytical measurements. As
much as possible, we seek to highlight the most impactful work
that is searchable by Google Scholar, Web of Science, SciFinder,
and PubMed. In the last 2 years, more than 1000 papers have
been published and over 1500 citations have been made in this
field (Figure 1). As a result, we are not able to cover all papers and
apologize to those authors whose works we have not covered in
interest of space.

■ FABRICATION

Core to the novelty of any μPAD is device fabrication. The
novelty of μPADs comes from the low-cost relative to
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conventional analytical methods. Fabrication methods often
target lowering the cost per device, increasing production
volume, or adding assay functionality. Figure 2 shows cost-
volume relationships for a number of different device materials,
including several μPAD fabrication methods.12 A variety of
μPAD fabrication methods, however, have been reported in the
last 2 years with emphasis on improving upon the current
technology. These strategies include increasing the solvent
compatibility, deposition of new reagents and barrier materials,
improved designs for flow control, and new architectures and
functionalities for new applications. Novel porous materials as
well as devices with enhanced properties including resistance to
aggressive solutions have been reported.
Hydrophobic/Solvent Barrier. Wax is the dominant

workhorse material for solution barriers in μPADs due to the
ease of printing designs using commercially available printers and
the hydrophobicity of the barriers that act to channel fluid flow.
Once wax is printed on a paper substrate and melted, the wax
coats the cellulose fibers creating a barrier. While wax has many
advantages, surfactants, and organic solvents can wet the surface,
resulting in solution penetration over and/or through the wax

barrier and a loss of sample to the device. Alternative barrier
materials can provide a wider range of chemical compatibility.
Jahanshahi et al. used pullulan, a polysaccharide polymer, as a
barrier to organic solvents in tandem with wax barriers to
fabricate omniphobic devices.13 To create that device, the
combination of a hydrophobic wax and an organic solvent
resistant pullulan were patterned in series. Laser direct-writing
(LDW) techniques have also been shown to form hydrophobic
barriers by polymerizing photopolymer-impregnated filter paper,
and this approach has been applied to fabricate time delay
barriers. He et al. created delay barriers in filter paper by adjusting
the write speed of a laser to control the barrier height, which
resulted in the delayed flows of different solutions throughout the
device.14 Figure 3A shows a schematic for barrier fabrication and
the delay of liquid flow with barriers made with different laser
writing speeds. Silanes can also be used to create solvent barriers.
Jiang et al. showed that hydrophobic paper generated by
treatment with octadecyltrichlorsilane (OTS) could be made
hydrophilic with a hand-held corona generator.15 By using a
poly(methyl metacrylate) (PMMA) mask, hydrophilic channels
were regenerated where the ozone came into contact with the
surface; they even used the corona generator as initiators for
single-use turn-on valves. Other silicone barriers such as
tetrakis(dimethylsiloxy)silane and 1,3-dimethyltetramethoxysi-
lane were used by Rajendra et al. to generate barriers showing
resistance to aqueous, organic, and surfactant solutions.16 With
simplicity in mind, Sameenoi et al. showed that a one-step
screen-printing method for patterning hydrophobic polystyrene
could be used to create barriers.17 In another example of using
common hydrophobic materials, Sharpie ink was shown to work
as an alternative to wax. Xu et al. showed that the Sharpie ink
could be harvested and loaded into cartridges and patterned with
an ink jet printer.18 One disadvantage, noted by Xu et al., was that
the ethanol solution used in the ink evaporated leading to poor
shelf life.18 Gallibu et al. addressed the lifetime concern by
coupling Sharpie markers to an XY plotter to draw hydrophobic
channels.19 Other low-cost strategies for fabricating μPAD
barriers utilized Parafilm in either embossing or photo-
lithography processes.20 Both of these methods to fabricate
hydrophobic channels, i.e., embossing and the photolithography,

Figure 1. Number of published items and citations with the topic of
paper analytical devices in 2015 and 2016, respectively. Numbers are
based on results from the Web of Science (Thomson-Reuters) for the
topic “paper analytical device” on November 7, 2016.

Figure 2. Cost and volume comparison for common lab-on-a-chip fabrication technologies. Reprinted from Microf luidics and Nanof luidics, Printed
Electronics Integrated with Paper-basedMicrofluidics: NewMethodologies for Next-generation Health Care, 19, 2015, 251−261, Jenkins, G.;Wang, Y.;
Xie, Y. L.; Wu, Q.; Huang, W.; Wang, L. H.; Yang, X. (ref 12), with permission of Springer.
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can be implemented with basic office supplies and laboratory
benchtop tools.
Deposition. Automated inkjet printing methods for

deposition of reagents and hydrophobic barriers have become
very popular. These printing methods are designed to provide
good control of deposition volume (picoliter to nanoliter),
accuracy of defined geometries (±10 μm), and potential for roll-
to-roll processing.21,24 The use of three-dimensional (3D)
printers has also grown recently.24−26 Asano et al. printed both
hydrophilic channels and hydrophobic barriers in conjunction
with a patterned photomask.24 They succeeded by first
impregnating chromatography paper with octadecyltrichlorosi-
lane in n-hexane, leaving a hydrophobic surface once dried. They
followed the deposition step by irradiating the surface with
ultraviolet (UV) light using a photomask to obtain selective
regeneration of hydrophilic behavior. An advantage to 3D-
printing the photomask is that 100 μm width channels can be
fabricated while maintaining sample flux. In other cases, 3D
printers were modified to be used as wax printers by Pearce et
al.25

A challenge with inkjet printing is the risk of contamination
when printing multiple inks, which necessitates meticulous
cleaning of the cartridges and print heads. To address the
contamination issue, Li et al. fabricated a user-friendly custom
piezoelectric mechanism that gave controllable deposits with
picoliter to nanoliter volumes.21 Figure 3B shows the piezo-
electric actuator releasing fluid to the substrate. This cost-friendly

method utilized a unique cartridge-nozzle system that reduced
the risk of contamination by keeping the reagents from coming
into contact with the piezoelectric actuator and the cartridge.
Advantages to using high-performance reagent printers such as
the Dimatix DMP-3000 were demonstrated by Jenkins et al.
using flow-ready polydimetylsiloxane (PDMS) channels with
widths of 60 μm.12 The narrow channel width showed promise
for smaller sample volume applications where analytes might be
difficult to obtain or in low abundance. Jenkins et al. noted that
their approach could be advantageous for high-volume roll-to-
roll processing methods previously described.27 A simple PDMS
printed channel alternative was shown by Dornelas et al. using
stamps to fabricate hydrophobic barriers that also showed good
chemical compatibility with water, organic solvents (e.g.,
acetonitrile, methanol, ethanol, dimethylformamide, and di-
methyl sulfoxide), and surfactants (e.g., sodium dodecyl sulfate,
cetyltrimethylamnonium bromide, Triton X-100).22 Figure 3C
shows an image of the stamp and a comparison of the chemical
compatibility between PDMS and wax printed barriers with
various organic solvents.
Hand drawn deposition methods have advantages of ease of

use and transport in the field. Crayons were previously employed
to draw hydrophobic barriers; however, innovations have been
realized with custom reagent pencils and pens.28 Mitchell et al.
showed that sensitive, biologically relevant reagents could be
combined with graphite and pressed into pellets for use in
mechanical pencils.23 As a comparison, a solution deposition

Figure 3. (A) (i) Variable depth inside the paper substrate, created using pulsed laser exposure and (ii) delay of liquid flow after the introduction of blue
ink in fluidic channels with barriers created using different speeds. Reproduced from He, P. J. W.; Katis, I. N.; Eason, R. W.; Sones, C. L. Lab Chip 2015,
15, 4054−4061 (ref 14), with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Parts i and ii represent the printing states before and after mechanical
loads from the piezoelectric actuator. Reprinted from Li, B. Q.; Fan, J. Z.; Li, J. N.; Chu, J. R.; Pan, T. R. Biomicrof luidics 2015, 9, 11 (ref 21), with the
permission of AIP Publishing. (C) Stamp with geometry of hydrophobic PDMS barrier along with images of side-by-side comparison showing
compatibility of PDMS barriers and wax barriers with some organic solvents. Reprinted fromAnalytica Chimica Acta, Vol. 858, Dornelas, K. L.; Dossi, N.;
Piccin, E. A simple method for patterning poly(dimethylsiloxane) barriers in paper using contact-printing with low-cost rubber stamps, pp 82−90 (ref
22). Copyright 2015, with permission from Elsevier. (D) Reagent pencil with image when water is added to the sample zone of devices, it dissolves the
reagents from the pencil traces and transports them into the test zone (top); the final appearance of the reagents in the test zone. Reproduced from
Mitchell, H. T.; Noxon, I. C.; Chaplan, C. A.; Carlton, S. J.; Liu, C. H.; Ganaja, K. A.; Martinez, N. W.; Immoos, C. E.; Costanzo, P. J.; Martinez, A. W.
Lab Chip 2015, 15, 2213−2220 (ref 23), with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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method for horseradish peroxidase (HRP) exhibited signals for 3
days while the pencil loaded HRP method showed signal for up
to 10 days. Figure 3D shows the reagent pencil along with the
drawn reagents at the moment when water is added to the device
and also after the dissolved sample reaches the detection zone.
Oyola-Reynoso et al. employed a similar strategy but with ink
pens.29 Their pens were loaded with a trichloro perfluorosilane/
n-hexane ink and used to create hand drawn hydrophobic
barriers. Nuchtavorn et al. used Sharpie ink and bovine serum
albumin (BSA) bioink in a similar fashion but with the pens
coupled to a Craft cutter to automate the drawing process.30

Carrasquilla et al. showed the feasibility of printing bioinks
without the need for hydrophobic barriers.31 These megadalton-
sized long-chain DNA aptamer bioinks were shown to have more
effective print characteristics when applied with a thermal print
head instead of a piezoelectric head.
Flow and Injection Control. While μPADs traditionally

utilize capillary action to create flow for sample transport, control
of that flow is important for temporally dependent trans-
formations such as timed reagent additions; this principle is also
relevant for applications such as serial injections and dilutions.
Kinahan et al. described the use of slowly dissolving films for
temporally controlled reagent release on disk devices.32 Alkyl
ketene dimer (AKD) is known to establish hydrophobic barriers.
Salentijn et al. showed this as well as subsequent regeneration of
hydrophilic behavior in the paper after oxygen plasma treat-
ment.33 The level of hydrophobicity could be controlled through
AKD loading in the paper. Additionally, the AKD deposition
could be manipulated to form gates that were impermeable to
aqueous solutions but successfully wetted after the addition of

alcohol to the mixture. Songok et al. showed that the use of
converging and diverging channel geometries provided control
over flow rate and enabled longer duration flows.34 Toley et al.
programmed μPADs to automatically control turn-on valves
through the use of swellable sponge-like materials.35 Figure 4A
shows the turn-on action of the valve due to swelling of channel A
and the connection made with channel B. Thermally activated
release of sample from sponge-like materials was demonstrated
by Niedl et al.36 Using hydrogels such as N-isopropylacrylamide
97% (NIPAM), they were able to control the release of sample to
a paper device. These hydrogels have the ability to swell to 85 wt
%; however, the material does not release the liquid when in
contact with the paper at room temperature. At any temperature
above 30 °C, though, the hydrogel dispensed the entire sample.
In contrast, acrylamide (AcAM) hydrogels can release known
fractions of the sample volume, in a manner that varies linearly
with temperature over the range from 30 to 60 °C. Figure 4B
shows the release of fluid with NIPAM and NIPAM-AcAm at
different temperatures. Akyazi et al. lowered the flow rate of
aqueous samples by employing two different sets of hydrogels.
The first was Ionogels 1 (IL-1) and 2 (IL-2), and the second was
a mixure of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethyl sulfate IL and
trihexyltetradecyl-phosphonium dicyanamide IL.37 Once these
ionic gels were drop-cast and UV-photopolymerized, fluid flow
rates were measured in straight-channel devices. Both devices
loaded with ionogels slowed the flow rate compared to the
unmodified device, with the phosphonium gel (IL-2) exhibiting
the slowest flow rate.
Traditionally, devices are sealed through lamination or packing

tape to lower contamination risk as well as to lower effects of

Figure 4. (A) Schematic of an on-switch. It consists of two flow channels, A and B, placed at two different levels. Upon actuation, one end of channel A
lifts up to connect to one end of channel B. Reproduced from Toley, B. J.; Wang, J. A.; Gupta, M.; Buser, J. R.; Lafleur, L. K.; Lutz, B. R.; Fu, E.; Yager, P.
Lab Chip 2015, 15, 1432−1444 (ref 35), with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Images displaying the switch-like liquid release from a
NIPAM hydrogel at different temperatures (left) and images illustrating the gradual linear release of liquid from a composite NIPAM-AcAm hydrogel at
different temperatures (right). Reproduced fromNiedl, R. R.; Beta, C. Lab Chip 2015, 15, 2452−2459 (ref 36), with permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry. (C) Images of the manual tribocharging of PET sheets by rubbing on PTFE (i) and PMMA (ii) surfaces. Schematic representation of the
tribosealing process by electrostatic “sandwich type” contact (iii) and the distance traveled by the fluid front inside the paper channel over time.
Reproduced from da Silva, E.; Santhiago, M.; de Souza, F. R.; Coltro, W. K. T.; Kubota, L. T. Lab Chip 2015, 15, 1651−1655 (ref 38), with permission of
The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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humidity and evaporation.6 However, da Silva et al. showed new
methods for sealing that could affect flow rates; the triboelectric
effect was used as a means to electrostatically seal a μPAD
between two poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films.38 The
positively and negatively charged PET films were generated by
rubbing against polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and PMMA,
respectively. When comparing the flow rates between the
electrostatically sealed devices and the unsealed devices, the
charged devices delayed the flow rate as a result of the attraction
of the polar water molecules to the charged surfaces. Figure 4C
shows the tribocharging and tribosealing processes, and the
sample’s distance traveled up the device.
Three-Dimensional Devices. There are a number of three-

dimensional (3D) devices recently published that use the origami
construction method to measure analytes.39−42 Despite the large
flux of these origami devices published with new applications, the
scope of this Review highlights new fabrication schemes in this
section; those origami devices will be discussed in following
sections. Wang et al. showed a unique greeting card “pop-up”
ePAD that can control fluidic and electrical conductivity by
simply folding it. When the device was “open”, the sample was
contained in a reaction zone. Once the reaction was complete
and the device was “closed”, the reaction zone came in contact
with the detection zone. This 3D device was fabricated from a
single sheet of paper and also allowed for control of the fluid’s
path and timing.43 Another single layer 3D device was fabricated
by Jeong et al. using double-sided wax printing to create the
microfluidic network.44 The vertical and horizontal channels
were fabricated by varying the pattern on either side and then
melting the wax and pressing the device with a laminator. This
double-sided printing method has shown promise for high
production volume since the 3D devices were fabricated rapidly
(∼35.5 s). Another 3D device was developed using a two-layer
configuration by Camplisson et al.45 The two-layer system’s
wicking rate was found to be significantly increased compared to
that of one-layer devices. The flow rates were measured at both
100% and 35% relative humidity (RH) and compared with
Lucas-Washburn (LW) behavior for both the unsealed one- and
two-layer devices. At 100% RH, the flow rates of both the single
and two-layer devices were accurately predicted by the LW
equation. At 35% RH, the flow rates in both devices only
followed the LW behavior for the first 5 min. The deviation from
predicted behaviors was accredited to solvent evaporation, which
is not accounted for in the LW equation.
Incorporating Nonsensing Electrodes. Functional struc-

tures such as electrodes have been incorporated into μPADs and
have found broad application in addition to chemical analysis.
Flow rates (distance/time) on paper were historically measured
colorimetrically with dyes. Recently, Bathany et al. measured the
flow rate by incorporating an electrode as an electrochemical
sensor for conductive aqueous samples.46 Here a polycarbonate
device was assembled with inlet and outlet reservoirs and a
working electrode lying flat between them. When an electrolyte
solution was added to the reservoir and a paper strip was added
into the outlet, the rate of the fluid wicking up the paper was
calculated using the Cottrell equation based on the current being
measured. They also investigated the effects on flow rates by
treating the device with oxygen plasma and a DEX polymer.
Mixing of reagents has also been explored by incorporating an
electrode-contained zigzag channel geometry.47 The behavior of
electrokinetically driven flow in a zigzag channel was studied by
Dey et al. via the mixing of red and blue food coloring.47 The
mixing effect was significantly improved by controlling the

electrokinetically mediated flow. Typically, electrodes with low
intrinsic resistance are added to devices to maximize the applied
current, butMatsuda et al. incorporated more resistive electrodes
to take advantage of Joule heating, which aided in controlling
temperature-sensitive reactions, concentrating the sample on a
given zone, as well as creating a stop valve.48

■ COLORIMETRIC DETECTION
Most μPADs employ colorimetric detection because it provides
easy readout of the generated chemical signals, opening the door
for instrument-free measurements. Results of colorimetric assays
can be qualitative, semiquantitative or quantitative depending on
the assay goals. Qualitative assays on μPADs are commonly
achieved without any external instrumentation as they give yes/
no results that can be readily determined by eye.49 Semi-
quantitative analysis can involve the use of a color chart for
estimating relative analyte amount based on a pre-established
calibration curve.50 More rigorous and carefully controlled
measurements are required for quantitative analyses on μPADs
in order to obtain accurate and precise analyte levels. These
measurements are typically performed by employing instruments
to acquire images and image-processing software to quantify the
color signal intensities and/or hues.51,52

These device configurations work on the principle that visible
colors result from the reaction between analyte and chromogenic
reagents.49,53 The chromogenic reagents are chosen to selectively
react with the analyte with minimal interference from other
substances. Colored products can also be generated upon
enzymatic conversion of substrates.54−56 Metal nanoparticles
(NPs) have high extinction coefficients, making them attractive
as colorimetric labels.57 The optical response of metal NPs is
tunable by controlling nanoparticle composition, morphology,
size, and solution environment.58 Because of their unique surface
plasmon properties, metal NPs such as AuNPs and AgNPs, are
widely utilized for colorimetric detection of ionic species such as
metal cations, anionic organic compounds (e.g., ascorbic acid),
and proteins.59−61 Depending on size and charge of the ionic
species, the surface charge of the NPs can be either stabilized or
destabilized, maintaining particle segregation or causing
aggregation, respectively. NP aggregation causes a shift in color
due to changes in the plasmon resonance. Aggregation of metal
NPs can also be induced by antigen−antibody binding.62

Detectors and Readout. To enable analyte quantification,
detectors such as charge-coupled devices (CCD) and comple-
mentary metal-oxide sensors (CMOS) embedded in cameras or
flatbed scanners have been widely employed.51,52,63 Measure-
ments using cameras and scanners (reflection mode) are based
on light reflectance whereby a light source is used to illuminate a
sample and the subsequent light reflected from the surface of the
sample is then captured by a photodetector. Transmittance-
based measurements such as those in traditional absorbance
spectroscopy have also been utilized to provide more sensitive
analyte quantification on μPADs.64,65 Some recent develop-
ments on these reflectance- and transmittance-based methods
along with several instrument-free quantification schemes are
discussed below.

Reflectance-Based Measurement. Smart device cameras and
scanners have been utilized as digital aids to quantify color
intensities in colorimetric measurements due to their low cost
and simple operation. Conventional flatbed scanners are heavily
used in laboratory settings to capture paper device images due to
high-precision light sources, making it unnecessary to employ
additional features to obtain constant illumination inten-
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sities.51,66−68 Less expensive portable scanners provide the
similar uniform illumination benefit while giving more
convenience for in-field analysis.66,69 Fiber optic devices can
also be used as portable and on-site tools for analyses on μPADs.
Chen et al. described the use of such device for colorimetric Hg2+

assays.70 The device probe emitted a red laser, measured the
intensity of reflected light, and presented the reflectance as a
digital readout.
Being equipped with both a light source and a detector,

smartphones can perform rapid measurements on paper devices
for point-of-care (POC) applications. The last 2 years have seen a
rapid increase in smartphone use and network coverage around
the world. The trend is advantageous for the growth of
telemedicine and integrated global environmental screening.
The use of smartphone-based paper sensors have been
demonstrated for monitoring air and water pollutions,52,71

disease outbreaks,60,63,72 hazardous metal presences,73 and
alcohol levels in biological samples.74 A smartphone equipped

with an image processing application based on a pixel counting
algorithm was used by Sicard et al. to monitor pesticide levels in
water using colorimetric paper-based sensors.71 The algorithm
analyzed the images by taking ratios between different pixel
values in red-green-blue (RGB) mode to minimize user
subjectivity. To reduce bias from varying ambient light, images
of both test and control strips were taken simultaneously without
a flash while maintaining focus. In addition, image acquisition
variability has also been reduced by fixing the phone camera on a
stand.73 A miniature attachment consisting of a light reflector, a
diffuser, and a plano-convex (PCX) lens with 15 mm focal length
held in place using an acrylic holder was used by Jung et al. to
control sample positioning and provide constant illumination for
imaging (Figure 5A).74 With the black acrylic material, the
assembly attachment provided better contrast between the
background and the test strip, thus better sensitivity than the
white acrylic model. While RGB is the most common color
channel used by investigators to analyze images, other channels

Figure 5. Various methods for colorimetric signal quantification on μPADs: (A) Camera phone equipped with attached sample holder and light
illumination adjuster for reflection-based measurement. Reprinted with permission from ref 74, The Optical Society. (B) Paper sensor (top) and hand-
held transmittance reader (bottom) consisting of a photodetector and LEDs securely placed on a printed circuit board. Alignment pinhole was used to
obtain repeatable placement of the paper device within the reader. Reprinted from Sens. Biosensing Res. Vol. 5, Swanson, C.; Lee, S.; Aranyosi, A. J.; Tien,
B.; Chan, C.; Wong, M.; Lowe, J.; Jain, S.; Ghaffari, R. Rapid Light Transmittance Measurements in Paper-Based Microfluidic Devices, pp 55−61 (ref
65). Copyright 2015 The Authors, published by Elsevier. (C) Semiquantitative measurement based on change in metal nanostructures properties in the
presence of analytes. Color chart (top) was used to estimate analyte concentration ranging from 0 (leftmost) to 100 μM(rightmost). Absorption spectra
corresponding the colors were shown at the bottom. Reprinted from Talanta Vol. 148, Lin, T.; Li, Z.; Song, Z.; Chen, H.; Guo, L.; Fu, F.; Wu, Z. Visual
and Colorimetric Detection of p-Aminophenol in Environmental Water and Human Urine Samples Based on Anisotropic Growth of Ag Nanoshells on
Au Nanorods, pp 62−68 (ref 50). Copyright 2015, with permission from Elsevier. (D) Distance-based measurement for multiple metals determination.
Reproduced fromCate, D.M; Noblitt, S. D.; Volckens, J.; Henry, C. S. Lab Chip 2015, 15, 2808−2818 (ref 53), with permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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such as hue-saturation-value (HSV) and cyan-magenta-yellow-
key (CMYK) have also been applied to find an appropriate color
space for optimal results.74,75 These methods have improved the
efficiency and reproducibility of smartphone-based colorimetric
measurements performed on μPADs.
Transmittance-Based Measurement. Although reflectance is

the most common colorimetric detection mode used with
μPADs, it only allows detection of the surface-bound analytes
and often requires high analyte concentrations (i.e., high
micromolar) to give detectable signals.76 Saturation of signals
due to the finite amount of analyte that can be accumulated on
the paper substrate surface also limits the linear range in
reflectance-based measurements to typically 1 or 2 order(s) of
magnitude.71 Transmittance-based measurements, on the other
hand, assess the cumulative density of light absorbing materials
throughout the thickness of paper and may offer enhanced
sensitivity. In addition, sensitivity can also be tuned by
controlling the device thickness through using thicker paper or
multiple paper layers.64

Swanson and co-workers developed a portable transmittance-
based reader consisting of photodetectors and light emitting
diodes (LEDs) placed on a rigid printed circuit board (Figure
5B) to determine the concentration of alanine amino transferase
(ALT), a biomarker for liver function assessment, in serum
samples.65 The paper device was sandwiched between LEDs and
a photodiode to interrogate light transmission through the paper.
Since light transmission depends on the water content of the
paper, measurements were done on wetted μPADs. The devices
were sealed using self-adhesive plastic sheets to prevent
evaporation and maintain light transmission properties over
the assay period. A similar portable colorimeter was employed for
ascorbic acid quantification by Ferreira et al.61 By using single
layer paper devices made of Whatman 1 chromatography paper,
approximately 8 times lower detection limit was obtained from
measurements using a transmittance reader compared to those
performed on a flatbed scanner. With the readout electronics
expected to cost less than $20 in large-scale production,65

transmittance-based paper sensors offer an inexpensive and
sensitive tool for colorimetric measurements. The current
downside, however, is the relatively low throughput of the
system where a single assay requires at least 10 min.
Instrument-Free Measurement. One advantage of analytical

devices for POC applications is the ability to operate with simple
to no additional equipment. μPADs can also be designed to
provide interpretable analysis results without any external
equipment or reader. For example, external calibration with a
standard colorimetric chart can be used in semiquantitative
analyses. The chart allows users to estimate the amount of
analyte present in the sample by visually comparing its color to
associated references. Lin et al. demonstrated the use of Ag
nanoshells that were anisotropically grown on the surface of Au
nanorods in the presence of analyte to create a blue shift in the
plasmon resonance band.50 The resulting colors were compared
to a standard chart where different colors represented varying
analyte concentrations (Figure 5C). Karita and Kaneta
developed μPADs for titrations of Ca2+ and Mg2+ that consisted
of 10 separate reaction and detection zones all connected to a
single sample zone.77 The reaction zone on each arm contained
increasing concentrations of chelating agents. The detection
zones contained a constant concentration of metal indicators.
When sample solution reached the reaction zone, the metals
reacted with the chelating ligands while the uncomplexed metal
ions traveled farther to the detection zone, causing color to

change from blue to pink. Hence, the metal concentration was
correlated to the chelating agent concentration at the first zone
with no color change. A similar strategy was applied by Zhang
and co-workers to develop equipment-free assays for adenosine
detection.78

Distance-based detection that relies on reading a visual signal
length linearly corresponding to analyte concentration is also
popular.78−82 Colored bands can be generated as analyte flows
along a channel due to capillary force and reacts with
predeposited reagents to form colored products that remain on
the paper substrate,53,78 or based on the flow stopping resulting
from channel constriction as molecular binding to surface
receptors occurs.81,82 Cate et al. created distance-based multi-
plexed paper sensors for simultaneous detection of Ni, Fe, and
Cu in welding fumes based on complexation reactions between
the metals and their corresponding chromogenic reagents.53 The
paper devices were built with rulers printed next to the analysis
channels to quickly quantify the colored region lengths and
correlate these to the concentrations of the metals (Figure 5D).
Aptamer cross-linked to a polyacrylamide hydrogel was
employed to quantitatively measure cocaine levels in urine
using stop-flow distance-based μPADs.81 A series of enzymes and
substrates in combination were trapped within the hydrogel or
modified on the hydrophilic channel on the paper devices for
colorimetric detection. As the target was captured by the
aptamer, the hydrogel collapsed, triggering a cascade of
enzymatic reactions that produced a colored product. Since the
target-induced cascade reaction is elicited by the binding
between the aptamer to the analyte, this stop-flow method is
suitable for many analytes providing the aptamers are
commercially available or can be developed.

Biomedical Applications. Enzymatic Methods. Enzymatic
reactions are widely used in detection schemes due to the ability
of enzymes to amplify the signal through their catalytic
properties. Enzymes can be immobilized on the paper surface,
generating colored products when the substrate is present.
Immobilization methods can significantly affect the shelf life of
enzyme-based μPADs, especially in applications where the
sensors could be exposed to high temperatures during storage
and transport. Nery and Kubota compared a variety of
immobilization methods including adsorption, gel entrapment,
layer-by-layer entrapment, microencapsulation and covalent
linkage using glucose oxidase (GOx) as a model enzyme.83

Storage stability at room temperature increased when the
enzymes were entrapped in polymer matrixes such as starch as
compared to direct adsorption, possibly due to stabilization of
the protein structure within the matrixes. Layer-by-layer
entrapment methods where enzymes were mixed with bilayer
ionic polymer covered on the surface of the paper yielded higher
enzymatic activity than the other strategies that were
investigated. Immobilization via covalent linkage has been
needed to prevent the enzymes being washed out during
analysis.84,85 However, these immobilization methods may give
considerably lower enzyme activities, likely due to enzyme
deactivation by chemical residues from conjugation reactions and
disruption to the catalytic pockets of the enzymes.83

The applications of enzyme-based colorimetric μPADs have
been demonstrated for detection of clinically important disease
biomarkers such as glucose, creatinine, and phenylala-
nine.54−56,86 Zhang et al. described the use of enzyme-
functionalized starch to do simultaneous testing of glucose and
lactate in blood samples.86 GOx and lactate oxidase (LOx) in
combination with HRP were used for glucose and lactate assays,
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while 4-aminoantipyrine andN-ethyl-N-(2-hydroxy-3-sulfoprop-
yl)-m-toluidine were employed as the colorimetric reagents,
respectively. Assay sensitivity was sufficient to determine
clinically relevant concentrations of both analytes in blood (i.e.,
0.5−10mM). The enzymes alsomaintained their activities over 6
months in storage at room temperature, demonstrating the
potential for refrigeration-free long-term storage of the paper
sensors. The use of chitosan as an immobilization support for
enzymes was reported for glucose and uric acid assays.54

Chitosan was impregnated into the paper substrate, followed
by enzyme and substrate addition. Compared to native paper
devices, chitosan-modified paper gave a higher colorimetric
response under similar reagent and analyte loading due to its
ability to provide a suitable microenvironment for direct electron
transfer during the enzymatic reactions. The modified paper also
yielded more homogeneous color intensity over the detection
zone area, confirming that the deposited reagents remained fixed
in place, even during flow. That result is similar to one shown by
Mentele et al. for colorimetric metal detection.87 Detection limits
for the glucose and uric acid assays were 23 and 37 μM,
respectively. The use of foldable enzyme-based 3D μPADs for
glucose determination was described by Choi et al. to quantify
0−50 mM glucose concentrations in blood samples.88

Enzymes, which may also serve as disease biomarkers, can
similarly be detected using paper devices with the appropriate
chromogenic substrates to the target enzymes. Nosrati et al.
developed μPADs for assessing male fertility based on a 3-(4,5-
dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide (MTT)
assay.89 Diaphorase flavoprotein enzyme present inmetabolically
active human sperm converts yellow-colored MTT into purple
formazan. μPADs that measured the activity of acetylcholine
esterase (AChE) to evaluate organophosphate poisoning have
also been reported.90 AChE catalyzed the hydrolysis of
acetylcholine into choline and acetic acid. Choline was further
oxidized by choline oxidase to produce H2O2 that reacted with
3,5,3′,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) in the presence of HRP to
give a blue colored product. Organophosphates inhibited the
activity of AChE, preventing formation of the blue color on the
μPADs. Paper sensors employing pullulan were reported for
detection of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), a biomarker of
cancer and organ failure, in serum samples.91,92 Nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NAD+), lactic acid, and iodonitrotetrazo-
lium chloride (INT) were used as a coenzyme, substrate, and
chromogenic reagent, respectively. NAD+ was reduced into
NADH as LDH catalyzed the conversion of lactate into pyruvate.
The NADH product then converted INT into bright red
formazan dye. Addition of pullulan helped stabilize the reagents,
making it possible to store the paper strips for at least 10 weeks at
4 °C with no loss in performance. Since the NAD+/NADH
couples are important coenzymes for many dehydrogenase
enzymes,93 NADH paper-sensors could be applicable for
diagnosis of diseases whose markers include dehydrogenases.
Liang et al. reported paper-based devices for visual determination
of NADH based on dissolution of AuNPs.94 The assays were
based on inhibition of AuNP dissolution in Au3+-cetyltrimethy-
lammonium bromide (CTAB) solution in the presence of
NADH. Thus, it was possible to span the range from colorless to
intense red, depending on the amount of undissolved AuNPs
associated with increasing concentrations of NADH.
Immunoassays. Capitalizing on antibody−antigen binding

properties, μPADs can be designed to perform sensitive and
specific detection of biomarkers in complex biological matrixes.
Similar to enzymes, antibody immobilization on μPADs may

involve direct adsorption to the native cellulose substrate or the
use of substrate modification to stabilize the attached
complex.95−97 In most cases, the capture antibodies must be
physically attached to the sensor surface and should not detach
during washing or any flow steps. The analyte binds to the
immobilized capture antibody and is later sandwiched with a
detection antibody. To generate colors on paper devices,
detection antibodies are conjugated to either enzymes or NPs
such as those in conventional enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assays (ELISAs) and lateral flow assays (LFAs). Blocking agents
such as bovine serum albumin (BSA) and fat-free milk are often
added to minimize nonspecific adsorption of biomolecules to the
paper substrate.96,98 Aptamers have also been employed as
receptors in immunoassays due to their relatively easier
production and better stability compared to monoclonal
antibodies.99 A number of aptamer-based immunoassays on
paper sensors were reported for monitoring cancer cells, disease
diagnosis, and detection of biologically relevant analy-
tes.78,81,82,100−102

Paper-based sandwich immunoassays were reported by Lei et
al. for detection of influenza A H1N1 and H3N2 viruses.96

Capture antibodies were adsorbed on filter paper and sample was
loaded to allow for virus particles to bind to the antibodies,
followed by the addition of primary antibodies and HRP- or
AuNP-linked secondary antibodies to complete the sandwich. A
washing procedure was carried out between each solution
addition to remove unbound analytes/reagents. AuNPs with
gold enhancement (GE), a process to enlarge and fuse the
AuNPs to increase color intensity,103 gave better colorimetric
response than enzyme-based assays using HRP. Sensitivity of the
paper-based immunoassay was comparable to conventional
ELISA and detection limits for H1N1 and H3N2 viruses were
2.7 × 103 and 2.7 × 104 particle forming units (PFU)/assay,
respectively. Device cost and reagent consumption are lower
than the conventional ELISA. However, the assays are still time-
consuming to perform (i.e., >1 h) due to the multiple wash steps
required and incubation of reagents for binding reactions. Similar
paper-based sandwich ELISAs using HRP were developed for
bacteriophage detection.98 A nonenzymatic AuNP-based paper
immunoassay was also reported for the detection of cholera
toxin.62 An antibody to the toxin was conjugated to the AuNPs,
and the particles became aggregated to produce a color change in
the presence of the toxin.
Badu-Tawiah and co-workers described a paper-based

immunoassay utilizing polymerization-based amplification
(PBA) for rapid detection of Plasmodium falciparum histidine-
rich protein 2 (PfHRP2) in malaria.95 Capture antibodies were
covalently coupled to the aldehyde groups on oxidized
chromatography paper and detection antibodies were conjugated
with eosin, a photoinitiator. Upon the binding of target protein to
the antibodies, eosin was localized at the capture site (Figure 6).
Amplification solution containing polymerizable monomers and
phenolphthalein indicator at pH 7.9 were added, followed by
light illumination to initiate polymerization. As the hydrogel
formed, phenolphthalein became trapped in the polymer
network. Addition of NaOH solution to the paper increased
the pH and changed the color of pH indicator from colorless to
pink. The assay detection limit was 5.8 nM and the visualization
steps could be completed within minutes. Lathwal and Sikes
assessed performances of different amplification methods
including enzymatic amplification using HRP and alkaline
phosphatase (ALP), PBA, and silver enhancement (SE) on
AuNPs for PfHRP2 immunoassays on paper.104 Using a
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smartphone camera and ImageJ for color processing, limits of
detection (LOD) of the enzyme-based immunoassays were
found to be an order of magnitude lower than assays using either
PBA or SE/AuNPs.
Other. A number of colorimetric μPADs that did not involve

the use of large biomolecules such as enzymes, and antibodies
have also been reported for biomedical applications. Kumar et al.
fabricated paper devices for uric acid detection based on metal
NP-catalyzed colorimetric reactions.105 In the presence of
charged AuNPs, H2O2 reacted with TMB to produce a blue/
green color that became colorless upon reaction with uric acid.
The LOD of the assays was 8.1 ppm or 48 μM, which is also
comparable to the enzyme-based assays on μPADs.54,106 Paper
sensors based on the Griess reaction have been reported for
identification of S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs), which are carriers of
nitric oxide (NO) involved in several physiological and
pathological functions.52 Decomposition of RSNOs by Hg2+ or
light yielded products that reacted with sulfanilamide to produce
a diazonium salt.N-(1-Naphthyl)ethyldiamine then reacted with
the diazonium salt to generate a pink-colored azo-dye. LODs
varied slightly depending on decomposition methods and were 4,
6, and 11 μM for Hg2+, UV, and Vis LED-induced

decompositions, respectively. A paper-based skin patch for
quantitative measurement of anions in sweat was employed for
diagnostic screening of cystic fibrosis byMu et al.72 The assay was
based on anion exchange via diethylaminoethyl moieties
modified on the cellulose fiber. Excreted anions were absorbed
onto the paper and triggered a release of OH− that alkalized the
paper and caused color changes.

Environmental Applications. Many colorimetric μPADs
have been developed to monitor environmental contamination
due to their versatility for in-field testing. Environmental
pollutants may be of inorganic (metals and nonmetals), organic,
or biological (bacteria etc.) origin. Human exposure guidelines
for a large number of toxic compounds have been established by
regulatory agencies such as U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). These compounds often have
significant negative effects on the organisms in aquatic and
terrestrial ecosystems.
Multiple colorimetric paper-based sensors for analyses of

metals, including Ni2+, Cu2+, Fe3+, Cr6+, Ag+, Hg2+, and Pb2+ have
been recently reported that offer attractive alternatives to the
more sophisticated, expensive, laboratory-extensive techniques
such as atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) and inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS).49,53,70,107−110

Many of these colorimetric sensors involve metal complexation
with ligands. Li et al. designed qualitative periodic table-styled
paper sensors for reporting the presence of Ni2+, Cu2+, and Cr6+

in water samples by patterning chromatography paper to form
hydrophilic symbols of the metal surrounded by wax barriers.49

Colorimetric reagents for each metal were added to the
hydrophilic region and allowed to dry. To analyze water samples,
paper sensors were dipped into the sample to allow for dissolved
metal ions to react with the predeposited reagents. The visual
LODs were 0.8, 0.3, and 0.5 ppm for Cu, Cr, and Ni, respectively.
The assays were useful for Cu and Ni; however, their LOD for Cr
exceeded themaximum contaminant level for total Cr in drinking
water (0.1 ppm).111 More quantitative paper-based sensors for
metals analyses in welding fumes were fabricated by Cate et al.
using distance-based measurements with LOD at approximately
10 ppm.53 Sensitive paper sensors have also been developed for
Cu2+ detection based on the catalytic etching of Ag nanoplates
(AgNPls) by thiosulfate (S2O3

2−).107 The Cu2+ accelerated the
etching rate of AgNPls to form Ag(S2O3)2

3− and Cu(S2O3)3
5−,

reducing the size of the NPls and causing a blue-shift in the
absorption peak. The sensors were able to report as low as 1.0
ppb metal by visual observation, making the μPADs also
applicable for more sensitive applications such as measuring Cu
in biological fluids.112 Metal nanomaterials were also employed
by Chen and co-workers to construct a colorimetric paper-based
sensor for Hg2+ determination.70 PtNPs catalyzed the oxidation
of 3,3,5,5-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) to produce a blue
product. The oxidation was suppressed when Hg2+ was present
due to interactions between the Hg2+ ions and the PtNPs,
reducing the color signal intensity. The intensity was monitored
using a fiber optic device andHg2+ concentrations as low as 2 ppb
could be detected. In both nanomaterial-based sensors, target
metals could be selectively measured in the presence of other
metals due to the unique catalytic properties of the metals on the
colorimetric reactions. Other NPs-based sensors were reported
by Nath et al. for Pb2+ and Cu2+ detection using a AuNP-thioctic
acid-dansylhydrazine conjugate and Guo et al. for Cr6+ detection
based on the leaching of AuNPs.109,113

Figure 6. Polymerization-based amplification in paper immunoassay.
Acronyms: poly(ethylene glycol)diacrylate (PEGDA), triethanolamine
(TEA), 1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone (VP). Reproduced from Badu-Tawiah,
A.K.; Lathwal, S.; Kaastrup, K.; Al-Sayah, M.; Christodouleas, D. C.;
Smith, B.S.;Whitesides, G.M.; Sikes, H. D. Lab Chip 2015, 15, 655−659
(ref 95), with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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In addition to metals detection, colorimetric μPADs have been
applied to detect nonmetal inorganic pollutants. Paper sensors
based on the Griess reaction were reported to detect nitrite in
environmental samples in low micromolar concentrations.75

Chen et al. designed colorimetric μPADs for analysis of dissolved
NH3 and CO2 using multiple pH-sensitive dyes.67 The sensors
have the potential for distinguishing the two target analytes in
solution. A gas diffusion-based μPAD for quantifying NH3 in
wastewater was described by Jayawardane et al.66 The device
consisted of two layers of paper sheets sandwiching gas
permeable Teflon tape sealed with laminating film. A NaOH
solution was introduced to one layer to convert the ammonium
ions dissolved in water into NH3 that diffused through the Teflon
membrane to the second layer of paper where NH3 reacted with
bromothymol blue or 3-nitrophenol to yield a color. The assays
do not require any sample preparation and the paper sensors can
serve as an inexpensive alternative to measure NH3 concen-
trations higher than 5 ppm in wastewater.
Pesticides are among a number of organic pollutants that can

contaminate water sources, including groundwater used for
livestock and human consumption and thus are the subject of
careful monitoring. Separation techniques such as gas and liquid
chromatography are frequently used for pesticide identification
and quantification. However, these techniques require expensive
instrumentation, are relatively time-consuming, and not suitable
for on-site monitoring. Sicard et al. developed low-cost paper
sensors for on-site quantification of organophosphate pesticides
based on enzymatic conversion of colorless indoxyl acetate into a
blue-colored product by AChE.71 A range of signals, from intense
blue to colorless, was obtained with increasing concentration of
pesticide. They also created a smartphone application that
enabled image acquisition, signal quantification, and data
reporting to a centralized web server where a map of the area
with tested water quality can be accessed. The LODwas 3 ppb for
the tested organophosphates (malathion and paraoxon). Similar
pesticide sensors using AChEwere reported with detection limits
ranging from 3 to 600 ppb for several organophosphates.114 The
combination of enzymes and CeO2 NPs to generate colored
products for pesticide analysis was also reported.115 Alkasir et al.
fabricated portable sensors for measuring bisphenol A (BPA), an
estrogen disruptor associated with the plastics industry, in indoor
dust that employed interchangeable paper sensors interfaced
with a sampling cassette for collecting air samples.51,116

Tyrosinase enzyme was entrapped using layer-by-layer deposi-
tion of chitosan and alginate polyelectrolytes on the paper
substrate. BPA was enzymatically converted into a quinone that
later cross-linked to the chitosan layer and changed the paper
color to blue-green. The LOD of the assay was found to be 0.28
ppm. They also carried out an interference study using
substances that could affect the enzyme activity including other
phenolic compounds, ascorbic acid, and organophosphates, and
no significant effect was observed with interference concen-
trations lower than 50 ppm.
There are a large number of recently developed μPADs for

detection of bacterial contamination in environmental samples,
particularly in food and water, with the goals of providing
diagnostic tools that are faster to answer and lower in cost than
traditional methods such as culture analysis and polymerase
chain reaction (PCR).117−121 A NP-based paper sensor was
described by Shafiee et al. for detection of Escherichia coli, a
generic indicator of fecal contamination.117 AuNPs were
modified with lipopolysaccharide binding protein (LBP) to
capture bacteria in the solution and subsequently transferred to

paper to allow for the distribution of aggregated NPs.
Concentrations as low as 8 colony forming units (CFU)/mL
were detectable, demonstrating that the assays can be applied
directly to the samples without prior enriching steps. Paper-
based ELISA using HRP/TMB was also reported to detect E. coli
≥ 105 CFU/mL.118 While these assays offer high specificity in
detecting certain bacterial strains, they do not provide
confirmation of pathogen viability. Jin et al. reported Salmonella
live cell detection on μPADs based on quantification of
adenosine triphosphate (ATP).120 However, the technique is
not selective since many other cell types such as mammal, plant,
and yeast cells also release ATP.

Other Applications. The use of μPADs has also been
demonstrated in fields such as pharmaceutics, food safety, and
forensics. Identification of multiple pharmaceutical ingredients
and dietary supplements has been carried out using paper
substrates.61,122−125 Weaver and Lieberman developed a 12-lane
test card to simultaneously quantify multiple antimalarial active
pharmaceutical ingredients and excipients.123 Colorimetric
reagents for each tested ingredient were dried on the lanes and
crushed dosages were applied to the card, followed by dipping
the card into water to allow for analyte transport through the
porous channel and subsequent reaction with the deposited
chemicals. The investigators also explored whole-cell yeast
paper-based sensors for similar applications.124 Quantification of
various food contaminant levels, notably heavy metals, toxic
organic and inorganic compounds, and food-borne pathogens
have also been reported.75,108,126 Peters et al. utilized paper based
devices to visually detect inorganic and organic explosive
materials.76 Detection limits ranging from 0.39 to 19.8 μg of
explosive compound were reported. Paper sensors were also
employed to quantify mustard gas concentrations, a chemical
warfare agent.127

■ ELECTROCHEMICAL DETECTION
One challenge with colorimetric μPADs is achieving low
detection limits with high sensitivity and selectivity. Electro-
chemical paper-based analytical devices (ePADs), benefiting
from the intrinsic advantages of providing more stable and
quantifiable signals, have become one of the most extensively
investigated detection motifs. Since Henry and co-workers
reported the first application of ePAD in 2009,128 a wide range of
electrodes, paper platforms, and detectors have been integrated
together for the analysis of biological, environmental, and other
samples. Moreover, electrochemical sensing techniques includ-
ing amperometry, voltammetry, potentiometry, electrochemical
impedance, and capacitance have been explored to generate the
desired analytical measurements. Several recent reviews
described the development of ePADs129,130 as well as paper-
based electronic sensing devices and energy devices.9−11 In this
section, we provide a review of the latest development of ePADs,
including innovative electrode fabrication methods, optimization
strategies, electrochemical techniques, and their major use as
sensors.

Electrodes. Electrochemical detection is normally performed
with a three-electrode system containing working, reference, and
counter electrodes. The working electrode is especially
important because it primarily dictates analytical performance
and functionality of ePAD systems. Carbon and noble metals are
the most common working electrode materials used in ePADs,
while other materials such as indium tin oxide (ITO)131 have also
been reported. Recently, there is an increasing interest in
employing nanomaterials for electrode modification to achieve
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more specific recognition and/or improved sensitivity of analyte
detection. New patterning and assembly methods, as well as
novel reference electrode materials, have also been investigated
in the pursuit of making ePADs with better analytical
performance and at lower cost.
Carbon Electrodes. Carbon-based electrodes are inexpensive,

easy to fabricate, and have a relatively wide potential window in
most aqueous electrolyte solutions. In the creation of carbon
electrodes on ePADs, screen/stencil-printing is recognized as a
simple and effective approach as evidenced by its use in the mass
production of the test strips utilized in commercial hand-held
glucometers.132 The performance of screen/stencil-printing
relies on the material of screen/stencil as well as the composition
of the carbon ink. Several methods for customizing the pattering
screen/stencil include photolithography, crafting, and laser
cutting. The most common carbon inks are composed of
graphite and/or other conductive forms of carbon, but additional
chemical modifiers can be incorporated for additional function-
ality. In a recent study, Rungsawang et al. mixed cellulose acetate
with graphite powder to create customized carbon ink, which was
used for fabrication of screen-printed electrodes.133 The
sensitivity of electrochemical detection was significantly
improved due to the network and porous structure of cellulose.
NP modified screen-printed carbon electrodes have also shown
improved performance,134 specifically toward the detection of
glucose, which is a benchmark analyte in biosensor development.
Both enzyme-modified electrode133 and enzymeless elecrode135

configurations have been investigated. In the latter case, enzymes
are normally still involved but immobilized on paper instead of
the electrode. More complex chemical modification strategies
involved biomaterials are detailed in the following sections.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are an attractive carbon source for

these electrodes. CNTs have larger surface areas relative to
traditional carbon electrodes and can be functionalized before
being used to create electrodes. Functionalized CNTs can be
deposited on precursor electrodes;136 recently, CNTs have been
directly patterned as electrodes on ePADs. Lei et al. deposited
biotin-modified CNTs on paper as an electrode for detection of
avidin.137 Similarly, Koo et al. used chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) to grow highly aligned CNTs and integrated them into
an origami paper device.138 They found that 200-layer CNT
working electrodes had higher conductivity and higher electro-
chemical sensitivity compared to 100-layered electrodes.
Pencil drawing is a straightforward method to produce

graphite trace electrodes with desired geometries on paper.
This can be done using commercially available pencils, which
affords great convenience for making ePAD devices in resource-
limited areas. Fully drawn pencil electrodes were integrated into
the detection zone of an origami-type μPAD that contained
ferrocenecarboxylic acid as an electron transfer mediator for the
catalytic oxidation of glucose.40 Conventional hand-drawn
electrodes demonstrate limited reproducibility due to human
factors as well as differences between manufacturers. Recently, Li
et al. reported a pressure-assisted ball pen device for direct
writing electrodes on paper as shown in Figure 7.139 The device
was composed of two parts: a pre-emptied ballpoint pen as the
ink reservoir and a 5 mL syringe with two PMMA boards as the
pressure-assisted accessory (Figure 7A). Carbon ink and silver
ink were loaded into the ballpoint pens and hand-applied to the
paper to create a working/counter electrode or quasi-reference
electrode (Figure 7B). The strategy was extended to fabricate
multielectrode arrays (Figure 7C) and to write electrodes on
nonplanar surfaces (Figure 7D). However, the surface roughness

was still slightly higher than that of conventional printing
methods due to the use of manual application.
Much of the focus has been on fabricating working electrodes,

but a stable all-solid-state carbon reference electrode has been
developed by Hu et al.140 They chose colloid-imprinted
mesoporous (CIM) carbon as the solid contact and filled the
mesopores with a polymeric sensing matrix. As a proof-of-
concept, the resulting electrode was incorporated in an ePAD for
potentiometric Cl− sensing. The CIM carbon-based reference
electrode exhibited excellent resistance to common interfering
agents such as light and O2, with outstanding potential stability in
continuous potentiometric measurements. The potential drift
without redox couple was as low as 1.7 μV/h over 110 h.

Metallic Electrodes. Noble metals (e.g., Au, Ag, Pt) are
excellent electrode materials due to their excellent electron
transfer capabilities and ready surface modification. Thin film
deposition is among the most common methods for creating
metallic electrodes on ePADs and can be achieved by
evaporation, sputtering, or spraying metals on paper through a
mask. While electrodes produced from metallic ink can be
advantageous in yielding high-quality electrodes, they are
typically limited to expensive fabrication equipment. Therefore,
simpler fabrication methods and other metallic electrode formats
have been explored.
Freestanding metal microwire electrodes were first introduced

and characterized in hollow paper-based devices by Crooks and
co-workers.141 Metal microwires generally have low resistance
and are easier to clean and/or modify prior to assembly. Adkins

Figure 7. (A) Schematic of direct writing electrodes on paper using a
pressure-assisted ball pen. The inset represents the relationship between
the pressure inside the syringe measured by a pressure meter with a
syringe scale. (B-D) Photographs of the fabricated ePAD: (B) on an A4
paper with a three-electrode system; (C) on an A4 paper with an eight-
electrode array of eight carbon working electrodes, a communal Ag
reference electrode, and a communal carbon counter electrode; (D) on a
paper cup with two three-electrode systems similar to (A) except with
different electrode shapes. Reproduced from Li, Z.; Li, F.; Hu, J.; Wee,
W. H.; Han, Y. L.; Pingguan-Murphy, B.; Lu, T. J.; Xu, F. Analyst 2015,
140, 5526−5535 (ref 139), with permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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et al. then characterized the electrochemical behavior of
microwires in contact with paper in both static solution142 and
quasi-steady flow conditions.143 In static conditions, the
microwires’ electrochemical behavior was between that of
cylindrical and hemicylindrical microelectrodes due to its
proximity to the paper surface.142 A semithin layer behavior
was also observed which is likely caused by the confined solution
volume in the ePAD. They expanded the investigation into a
flow-through ePAD system as shown in Figure 8.143 A 270° fan-
shaped passive pump was connected to an inlet channel that
compensated for the decay in flow rate within the channel
(Figure 8A). Because the height of the device was constant, the
flow behavior within the channel followed Darcy’s Law and was
validated colorimetrically. A quasi-steady flow was subsequently
generated in the inlet channel where three metal microwires were
embedded between two paper layers for electrochemical analysis
(Figure 8B). The double-layer structure increased the current 2.5
times over that of a static saturated double-layer channel and 1.7
times over a flowing single-layer channel (Figure 8C). An
enzyme kinetic study of β-galactosidase with p-aminophenyl-
galactopyranoside was carried out in the device. A broader
impact can also be expected for automating flow or washing steps
in an ePAD system.
Another inexpensive, simple alternative electrode is a metal

pin.144 Glavan et al. showed that stainless steel pins could be used
as electrodes in devices fabricated with embossed omniphobic
fluoroalkylated paper or cotton thread. The pins easily passed
through the paper and provided 3D electronic connections to a
potentiostat or other instrument. The configuration is
particularly beneficial in generating multiwell electrochemical
plates/substrates that can interface with existing instrumentation
for multiplexed electrochemical readout.
Incorporation of NPs is an effective strategy for amplifying the

electrochemical signals, thereby enhancing detection sensitivity.
Metal NPs can provide a high surface-to-volume ratio, high
conductivity, and good stability. Recently, Au nanoflowers were

fabricated using a seed-mediated growth approach and served as
an effective matrix for antibody attachment.145 In another report,
Li et al. used a nanoporous Pt particle modified paper working
electrode as the matrix and L-cysteine (Cys) capped flower-like
AuNPs as the signal amplification label.146 The Au-Cys structure
offered an active interface to carry metal ions such as Pb2+ and
Ag+ to form flower-like Au-Cys/metal ion tracers for direct
antibody labeling.

Biological Applications. Glucose Sensors. Blood glucose
monitoring has served as a valuable tool for screening, diagnosis,
and long-term management of diabetes. Even though gluc-
ometers are readily purchased by consumers and patients, it
remains a challenge to achieve rapid, accurate, reliable, and
sensitive glucose measurements, particularly for the developing
world.132 GOx, a major enzyme catalyzing the oxidation of β-D-
glucose to gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), is
normally immobilized on the surface of electrochemical
transducers. The current produced from oxidation of H2O2
quantifies glucose level. Advances in GOx-based ePADs have
been made by investigating new redox mediators (e.g., 4-
aminophenylboronic acid)133 and electrode surface modification
strategies (e.g., ZnO nanowire deposition147).
The modifier and modification process involved in enzyme

immobilization onto electrodes may cause fouling and impede
electron transfer. Therefore, immobilizing enzymes into the
cellulose network of paper adjacent to electrodes has become an
attractive alternative. Sekar et al. improved Prussian Blue (PB)-
modified screen-printed carbon electrodes by physically
adsorbing GOx within the porous structure of paper discs that
were placed on top of the electrodes.135 It required only 0.5 μL of
sample to perform a satisfactory analysis. Similarly, Yang et al.
used a GOx-immobilized cellulose paper coupled with a PtNP-
modified screen-printing carbon electrode for sensitive glucose
measurement.134

3D and origami-type devices have also been exploited to
separate the reaction and detection zones. A paper-based

Figure 8. (A) Quasi-stationary flow ePAD fabrication showing the device layers, the top view of the device design and the device image with electrode
leads attached, (B) image of channel crosssection, cut down the center, showing a 25 μm Au electrode sandwiched between two paper layers with an
enlarged inset of the cut, circular end of the Aumicrowire electrode in the upper right corner, (C) the linear-sweep voltammetry current profiles for one-
and two-layer devices either with quasi-steady flow or without flow in a saturated channel using 5mMK4Fe(CN)6/K3Fe(CN)6 in 0.5MKCl, detected at
25 μm diameter Au microwire electrodes (Pt counter and reference). Reproduced from Adkins, J. A.; Noviana, E.; Henry, C. S. Anal. Chem. 2016, 88,
10639−10647 (ref 143). Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
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electrochemical device was inspired by pop-up greeting cards and
used to detect beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) in combination with
a commercial glucometer (Figure 9).43 BHB is a biomarker for
diabetic ketoacidosis and its measurement requires a specific
BHBmeter and test strips, which are more costly than those used
to measure glucose. By simply folding and unfolding the device,
this reconfigurable 3D structure enabled functionalities including
temporal control, fluidic handling and path programming,
control over complex sequences of steps, and alterations in
electrical connectivity. On the basis of a similar concept, Li et al.
developed an origami-type ePAD composed of two zones
separated by a central crease. One detection zone with pencil-
drawn electrodes also contained ferrocenecarboxylic acid as an
electron transfer mediator for the catalytic oxidation of glucose.

Another immobilization zone contained GOx and was brought
into contact with the electrodes by folding the paper along the
central crease.40

Dias et al. developed the first paper-based enzymatic reactors
(PERs) coupled with a 3D printed batch injection analysis (BIA)
cell for amperometric detection of glucose in artificial serum
samples.148 The paper surface of PERs was oxidized with sodium
periodate solution, then perforated with a punch to create
microdisks, and was activated through EDC/NHS bioconjuga-
tion to immobilize GOx. The reaction product H2O2 was
collected with an electronic micropipet in a microtube and
analyzed in the 3D BIA cell coupled with screen-printed
electrodes. The proposed method exhibited excellent repeat-
ability and reproducibility (% RSD < 2%) as well as a high

Figure 9. (A) Schematic of the pop-up-ePAD in the “open” format. Enzymes are stored in the reaction zone. The detection zone contains printed
electrodes designed specifically for the commercial electrochemical reader used in this study. IE, indicator (filling) electrode; CE/RE, common counter
and reference electrode; WE, working electrode. (B) Photographs showing the valve capabilities of the pop-up-ePAD when it is used with a glucometer.
Reproduced fromWang, C. C.; Hennek, J. W.; Ainla, A.; Kumar, A. A.; Lan, W. J.; Im, J.; Smith, B. S.; Zhao, M. X.; Whitesides, G. M. Anal. Chem. 2016,
88, 6326−6333 (ref 43). Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

Figure 10. (A) Schematic illustration of the approach of electrochemical immunoassay in hydrophobic paper microwells. (B) Effect of concentration of
Pf HRP2 on the square wave voltammetry peak current in a sandwich ELISA. The average value of the blank was subtracted from each measurement.
Each datum is the mean of 7 replicates, and the error bars are standard deviations of the measurements. The limit of detection is estimated to be 4 ng
mL−1. The R2 value of the curve fit to the data using the Hill equation is 0.988. The curve is approximated as linear between the concentrations of 10 and
1000 ng mL−1 of PfHRP2 per well (R2 = 0.989). Reproduced from Glavan, A. C.; Christodouleas, D. C.; Mosadegh, B.; Yu, H. D.; Smith, B. S.; Lessing,
J.; Fernandez-Abedul, M. T.; Whitesides, G. M. Anal. Chem. 2014, 86, 11999−12007 (ref 149). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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sampling rate (30 injections h−1) under low injection volume (10
μL) with 0.11 mmol L−1 LOD and 1−10 mmol L−1 linear range.
Immunosensors. Immunological detection uses immuno-

assay techniques to detect humoral antibodies or antigenic
substances through an antigen−antibody reaction. Immunosen-
sor coupling with ePAD provides promising opportunities in
rapid, sensitive, and low-cost clinical diagnosis. Enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) based ePADs are an attractive
alternative to colorimetric ELISA in clinical diagnostics since the
electrochemical measurement can be output in simple numeric
readouts with low-cost electronics. Glavan et al. developed a
device for electrochemical ELISA on paper and the fabrication
process is shown in Figure 10A.149 These devices were applied
for the detection of rabbit IgG as a model antigen and malarial Pf
HRP2 in spiked human serum. C10

H paper, cellulose paper that
was rendered hydrophobic by vapor-phase silanization with decyl
trichlorosilane, was identified as an optimal platform for
electrochemical ELISA. Its low surface free energy allowed the
printing of highly reproducible electrodes, and its high
hydrophobicity and surface area facilitated the immobilization
of antibodies or antigens. In another report, Wang et al.
integrated ELISA ePAD with a hand-held multichannel
potentiostat for detection of carcinoembryonic antigen
(CEA).150 Amino functional graphene/thionine/AuNP nano-
composites were synthesized and coated on screen-printed
electrode in order to immobilize antibodies and increase the
detection sensitivity. This platform was capable of performing
ELISA simultaneously on eight samples within 20 min.
While enzyme-based immunosensors are subject to interfer-

ence from various environmental factors such as temperature,
oxygen, pH, and coexisting chemicals, enzyme-free immuno-
sensors have been developed to lessen the complications
associated with enzyme purification, immobilization, and
stabilization. A diversity of metal nanoparticles (NPs) has been
utilized as signal amplification labels in nonenzymatic and
quantitative ePAD immunosensors. AgNPs can act as good
electron conductors that accelerate the electron transfer and
catalyze redox reactions. Cunningham et al. reported the use of
AgNPs linked to a magnetic microbead support in an
immunosandwich for the detection of ricin at picomolar levels.42

The method included two simple but effective amplification
steps: magnetic preconcentration of AgNP labels at the working
electrode surface and 250 000-fold electrochemical amplification
of the target concentration by combining 20 nm AgNP labels
upon anodic stripping voltammetry. They have also extended the
work to include galvanic exchange detections.151 Recently Sun et
al. reported using ZnO-modified reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
paper electrodes combined with highly catalytic BSA-stabilized
AgNPs as an signal amplification label for H2O2 reduction.

152

The enzyme-free property was due to the high conductivity of
ZnO nanorods, the large surface area of rGO, and the high
catalytic activity of BSA-stabilized AgNPs. AuNPs have also been
extensively used in modifying the electrodes in enzyme-free
immunosensors. Li et al. reported a sandwich immunosensing
system for detecting α-fetoprotein (AFP).153 It contained
noncovalent, ultrathin Au nanowire functionalized graphene
sheets as the sensing platform, in situ grown CuS NPs on the
surface of graphene sheets, and AFP antibody covalently bound
CuS/graphene composites. A wide calibration range of 0.001−10
ng mL−1 and a low detection limit of 0.5 pg mL−1 were achieved
for serum samples from healthy people and cancer patients. Ma
et al. explored an Au nanorod-modified paper working electrode
as the sensor platform and metal ion-coated Au/BSA nano-

spheres as tracing tags for detecting cancer antigens.154 They
achieved LODs down to 0.08 pg mL−1 for CEA and 0.06 mU
mL−1 for cancer antigen 125 using differential pulse voltammetry
without metal preconcentration.

Other Examples. In vitro detection of neurotransmitters (e.g.,
dopamine) on ePADs has been achieved by Feng et al. in a linear
range of 10 nM to 1 μM through differential pulse
voltammetry.136 The platform consisted of a carbon tape with
specific working regions regulated by a plastic adhesive tape with
a punched hole as the working electrode and the pure cellulose
paper as the electrochemical reservoir. They also demonstrated
that multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT)-Nafion modifica-
tion and oxygen plasma treatment could significantly improve
the electrochemical responses. The modified electrode enabled
analysis of dopamine extracted from the striatum of rat with only
a 10 μL sample volume. Another online detection of dopamine
released from PC12 cells was achieved by growing cells in a 3D
matrix deposited on patches of filter paper and quantified
through amperometry.155 Yu et al.131 developed a label-free
impedance spectrometry based ePAD for the enumeration of
cells and the evaluation of drugs’ toxic effects on living cells. Au
nanorod-modified ITO electrodes provided a biocompatible
surface for immobilizing living cells and maintaining their
bioactivities. The impedance results exhibited good correlation
to the logarithmic value of cell numbers ranging from 7.5× 102 to
3.9 × 106 cells mL−1 with a LOD of 500 cells mL−1.

Environmental Applications. ePADs are an attractive
analytical tool for rapid monitoring of environmental pollutants
in the field. Although colorimetric detection allows for simple
visual interpretation, electrochemistry is a more sensitive and
quantitative technique for point-of-need testing. Recently,
Ruecha et al. developed a graphene-polaniline nanocomposite
electrode for simultaneous detection of Zn(II), Cd(II), and
Pb(II) on both paper and transparency film.156 They concluded
that the screen-printed electrodes on plastic yielded overall
better electrochemical performance than those on printing
paper. Simultaneous detection of Pb(II), Cd(II), and Cu(II) was
reported by Chaiyo et al. through dual electrochemical and
colorimetric detection on paper.157 There, the μPADwas divided
into two parts. One part was electrochemical detection of Pb(II)
and Cd(II) using a Bi-modified, B-doped diamond electrode.
The LOD was 0.1 ng mL−1 for both metals. Another part was
colorimetric detection of Cu(II) owing to thiosulfate catalytic
etching of Ag nanoplates (AgNPls). Another dual electro-
chemical and colorimetric detection on ePADs was reported for
discrimination of procaine in seized cocaine samples.158

A halide ion sensor was reported by Cuartero et al. for absolute
determination of halides in a range of diverse water samples and
food supplements.159 A thin layer made of cellulose paper, a
cation exchange Donnan exclusion membrane, and a silver-foil
working electrode was selected as an optimum material for
composing the electrochemical cell. Cyclic voltammetry was
chosen to impose the sequential oxidation/plating of the halide
at the silver electrode, followed by regeneration with an inverted
potential. A mixture of Cl−, Br−, and I− ions was assessed in a
wide range of concentrations from 10−4.8 to 0.1 M for Br− and I−

and from 10−4.5 to 0.6 M for Cl− with a LOD of 10−5 M. Another
paper-based ion sensor was developed by Hu et al. by embedding
a potentiometric cell into paper and completed with an ion-
selective electrode, a reference electrode, and a paper-based
microfluidic sample zone.160 As proof-of-concept, they fabricated
Cl− and K+ sensors that required only 20 μL of sample, with
highly reproducible and accurate responses in aqueous and
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biological media. Moreover, an ionophore-based ion-selective
optode platform on paper was described for the first time with a
Na+ optode as the example.161 The selective elements
(chromoionophore, ionophore, and ion-exchanger) were
directly adsorbed on cellulose paper via intermolecular forces.
The resulted hydrophobic microenvironment essentially enabled
aqueous solution spreading on the optical sensing area, which
was in analogy to classical ion selective electrode/optode.

■ OTHER TECHNOLOGIES
Chemiluminescence and Electrochemiluminescence.

Chemiluminescence (CL) has emerged as a sensitive and
efficient analytical technique for μPADs because it can provide
high sensitivity and wide dynamic range with minimal skilled
labor. In CL, a chemical reaction generates excited molecules,
which is advantageous relative to fluorescence because it does not
require an external light source that can result in increased
background noise. Digital cameras and smartphones are low-
cost, reliable readout devices that can be coupled with CL
μPADs, and they have shown successful application in
biochemical studies, including the detection of salivary
cortisols,162 H2O2,

163 and the genotyping of single nucleotide
polymorphisms.164 An inexpensive CCD imaging device was
integrated into a μPAD system as a detector for CL DNA
sensing.165 The device detected long DNA amplicons on the
basis of hybridization reactions with a covalently immobilized
DNA probe and biotin-labeled signal DNA strands. The CL
reactions were catalyzed by a HRP-streptavidin conjugate. The
LOD was 3−5 orders of magnitude lower than those obtained
from other CCD-based microfluidic CL DNA assays. In another
example, Wang et al. illustrated a CL μPAD setup using a
terminal digital multimeter detector and a paper supercapacitor
for signal amplification for measuring CEA concentration at
picomole levels.166 CL analysis was also expanded for environ-
mental samples such as Cr(III)167 and dichlorvos (DDV).168

As an alternative to CL, electrochemiluminescence (ECL)
uses electrochemical reactions to generate luminescence. ECL
confers some advantages over CL, including lower background
optical signals, easier to control reagent generation through
potential control and improved selectivity through potential
control at the electrodes. The most common ECL reagents are
tris(bipyridine)-ruthenium(II) (Ru(bpy)3

2+) and luminol.169,170

Recently Gao et al. synthesized Au nanocages that can adsorb
Ru(bpy)3

2+ as an ECL signal amplification label in a μPAD-based
immunoassay.171 Their proposed device showed highly sensitive
detection toward CEA in a linear range of 0.001−50 ngmL−1 and
a LOD of 0.0007 ng mL−1. Furthermore, there have been a few
breakthroughs integrating ECL with other techniques for
broader applications. Wu et al. reported the first ECL origami
paper device combined with rolling circle amplification (RCA)
on oligonucleotide functionalized carbon dots for sensing
macromolecules such as proteins.172 Real-time visual determi-
nation of the flux of H2S from multiple cancer cells was also
achieved by the use of paper-based ECL cyto-device with hollow-
channels.173 Open bipolar electrode (BPE)-ECL was also
reported by Liu et al. toward visual detection.174 They
demonstrated two designs: a hydrophilic paper channel to
hosting a single band-shaped BPE and a platform containing 11
BPEs stridden across the two legs of the U-shaped paper channel.
The single band-shaped configuration exhibited better overall
analytical performances, especially in image sensing.
Fluorescence. Paper-based fluorescence assays often

encounter a few difficulties because commercially available

paper substrates contain additives that also self-fluoresce and lead
to high background noise. Fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET)-based ratiometric probes involve the observa-
tion of target-triggered ratiometric changes in the fluorescence
intensity at two different wavelengths, which could provide
correction for eliminating environmental effects, leading to
minimization of any possible noise and increase in the dynamic
response.175 Kim et al. fabricated a paper-based sensor strip
containing carbon nanodots (C-dots) conjugated with a
rhodamine moiety for the detection of Al3+.176 The detection
was based on that Al3+ induced ring-opening of rhodamine on C-
dots through chelation and the rhodamine moieties showed
more emission under excitation. The device selectively detected
Al3+ from ametal ionmixture with increased emission intensity at
long-wavelength emission via FRET. The sensing based on
FRET of C-dots was color-tunable, could be recognized with a
naked eye, and provided a new platform for specific metal-ion
sensing on paper devices. FRET assays were also applied to the
detection of macromolecules. Graphene oxide (GO) is a
frequently used quencher. It is a two-dimensional material with
high adsorption and quenching ability. It also has good solubility
in aqueous media due to the surface hydroxyl and carboxylic
groups. Li et al. recently reported a GO-based paper chip (glass
fiber) paired with fluorescently labeled single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA).177 They used a labeled ssDNA as the reporter and GO
as the quencher on the glass fiber paper for data acquisition. This
chip could monitor fluorescence recovery during FRET activity.
One significant advantage is that it did not require any complex
immobilization or washing to treat the surface and its images
could be captured from a digital camera for analysis. Other
applications combining FRET and GO electrode include the
detection of cancer cells178 and fluoride ions.179

Analysis of electroneutral Lewis bases and anions in aqueous
media is challenging for routine instrumentation; however, the
analysis was recently realized by incorporating fluorescent zinc
and copper complexes in a μPAD.180 Caglayan et al. synthesized
a fluorescent ligand, which favors the coordination of d9 or d10

metal ions that can adopt square planar geometries or distorted
tetrahedral geometries. They selected Coumarin 343 (C343) as a
fluorescent indicator. The fluorescence was quenched when the
indicator was coordinated to the complex and recovered upon
exposure to an analyte. The concept was carried out on paper
microzone plates and verified by the qualitative discrimination of
adrafinil (a banned performance-enhancing drug).

Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy. Surface-en-
hanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) creates a vibrational
fingerprint of individual molecules down to the single-molecule
level when coupled with plasmonic nanomaterials as the
substrate matrix. Generally, SERS signals are highly dependent
on the nature of plasmonic NPs, the extent of NP aggregation in
generating electromagnetic hot spots and the effective local-
ization of Raman probes in the hot spots. Implementing SERS
into μPADs can be problematic because pre-embedding of the
plasmonic NPs or analytes in paper may induce particle
aggregation and restrict hot spot generation.
A series of functionalization strategies have been exploited in

order to improve paper as a SERS platform. AgNP-based filter
paper was modified with Cl− ions because Cl− could overcome
the electrostatic repulsion between AgNPs and paper thus
improve chemisorption.181 Polyelectrolytes such as poly-
(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(sodium 4-styrene-
sulfonate) (PSS) were also added to the surface of AgNP-based
filter paper and applied for the separation, preconcentration, and
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detection of colorants in drinks with complex components.182

Recently Zheng et al. reported that after simply dip-coating filter
paper in a concentrated AuNP dispersion in toluene, it exhibited
strong SERS activity that allowed real-time monitoring of
chemical reactions.183 Bare AuNPs were also employed by Dou
et al. for measuring β-agonists in swine hair extract without
chemical labeling, purification, or separation steps.184 Com-
parably, 4-mercaptophenylboronic acid (4-MBA) and 1-
decanethiol (1-DT) modified rod-shaped Au particles were
embedded as SERS probe for blood glucose determination in a
nitrocellulose-membrane μPAD.185 Another promising paper-
based SERS platform for μPADs was created by modifying paper
with nanofibrous poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) adsorbed with
plasmonic nanostructures.186 The PLLA nanofibrous paper
exhibited a porous structure and a clean surface with good
hydrophobicity (contact angle 133.4°), which assisted in
reducing background interference under Raman laser excitation.
NP transport within the cellulose matrix was characterized by

acquiring both Raman and SERS spectral maps.187 The mapping
provided informative images regarding differentiation of
cellulose fibers and characterization of analyte deposition
patterns. Furthermore, Saha et al. showed that SERS could be
adapted in simple μPADs where both the plasmonic nanoma-
terials and analyte were used in the mobile phase.188 This
approach enabled analyte-induced, controlled particle aggrega-
tion, and electromagnetic hot spot generation inside the
microfluidic channel. The resultant SERS signal was highly
sensitive and could detect pico- to femtomolar protein levels. In
order to facilitate a more manageable sample manipulation for
SERS-immunoassay measurement, a switch-on-chip multilay-
ered μPAD was fabricated to provide operators with manual
switches on the interactions between different fluids for the
detection of clenbuterol (a banned feed additive in many
countries) from swine hairs.189

Separation. While μPADs have traditionally been used for
assays, there has been a recent effort to adapt separation methods
based on decades old paper chromatography and electrophoresis
methods190−192 where μPADs can add new functionality.
Strategies for manipulating fluids in μPADs include designing
geometry with varying channel length, width, and shape,193

changing chemical properties in the flow path to adjust flow
rate,194,195 or using mechanical means to maintain or stop the
fluid flow. Electrophoresis on paper has been of interest for
separation and subsequent detection owing to paper’s inherent
advantages such as hydrophilicity and self-pumping. For
example, Chagas et al. presented the first electrophoresis
microchips using pencil drawn electrodes (PDE) on paper
platforms for capacitive coupled contactless conductivity
detection (C4D) of inorganic cations in human tear samples.196

Macromolecule separation was achieved on paper-based electro-
phoretic devices that were composed of multiple thin (180 μm/
layer) folded paper layers as the supporting medium.197 A high
electric field (∼2 kV/m) was applied between the anode and
cathode over an extremely short distance. The multilayer design
enabled convenient sample introduction by the use of a lip layer
and recover by unfolding the origami paper and cutting out
desired layers. It achieved rapid (∼5 min) separation of proteins
in bovine serum at low voltages (∼10 V). As a way to build a
micro total analysis system on μPAD, a laminated cross-channel
paper-based separation device was fabricated by cutting a filter
paper sheet followed by lamination.198 By applying potential at
different reservoirs for sample, sample waste, buffer, and buffer
waste, multiple function units including sample loading, sample

injection, and electrophoretic separation were integrated on a
single μPAD for the first time. This concept was subsequently
extended to a isotachophoresis (ITP) μPAD for focusing DNA
samples with certain lengths.199

Alternative separation techniques have been investigated on
μPADs to replace conventional microfluidic separation devices.
Zhong et al. developed a size-based extraction method for
separating free dye from a mixed protein and dye solution.200

They demonstrated the separation of fluorescein isothiocyanate
from fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled bovine serum albumin.
Separation and direct quantitation of volatile and nonvolatile
compounds was also achieved on μPADs by Phansi et al.201 Their
devices consisted of 3 layers: a “donor layer” (with donor
reservoir) in the bottom, a “spacer layer” (with a cylindrical air
gap) in the middle, and an “acceptor layer” (with acceptor
reservoir) on the top. A volatile compound could diffuse from the
donor reservoir to the upper acceptor layer where it reacted with
a reagent in the acceptor reservoir leading to a change in color.

Preconcentration.As an effective preconcentrationmethod,
ion concentration polarization (ICP) using ion selective
membranes has found use in ion-depletion and ion-enrichment
processes. Recent work has incorporated paper as a lower cost,
disposable platform for one-time use.202,203 Nafion, as a cation-
selective polymer, has been used in μPADs for concentrating
anionic samples. As shown in Figure 11A, a paper-based ICP
device for direct DNA analysis was reported.204 The device used
nitrocellulose paper with a sample channel, two reservoirs, and a
region coated with nanoporous Nafion. The main functional
component was Nafion, which enabled nanoscale electrokinetic
transport of ions. A voltage was applied to induce ICP and the net
movement of anions was ultimately dictated by electrophoretic
migration (EPH) toward the anode and electroosmotic flow
(EOF) toward the cathode (Figure 11B). Thus, multiple anionic
analytes were separated by their varied electrophoretic mobility.
The proposed devices were used to detect HBV DNA in human
serum and assess sperm DNA integrity in raw human semen.
Figure 11C shows that intact and heavier dsDNA were
concentrated at the depletion boundary, while fragmented and
lighter ssDNA were concentrated further downstream. DNA
sensors of this type enable inexpensive (materials cost <1 USD
per test) and rapid (∼10 min) analysis in a simple format with
comparable performance to the conventional gold standards. In
another Nafion-based ICP device, two-sided wax-printing
process was found to be effective in reducing the μPAD channel
depth thus enhancing the ICP preconcentration.205 Han et al.
demonstrated that Nafion-patterned μPAD channels could
ensure passive and steady lateral flows with a high preconcentra-
tion factor up to 340-fold for protein samples.206

μPADs with multiple channels have also been investigated for
their preconcentration capabilities. Hong et al. fabricated a
passive fluidic device with a straight channel divided intomultiple
daughter channels and expanded regions.207 Steady flows
through the straight and daughter channels were created due
to the larger hydrodynamic resistance in the straight channel.
Upon optimization, the steady flow continued for 10min without
external pumping devices. Combining this bifurcation system
with ICP, they developed a continuous-flow preconcentrator and
a field-flow separation system. Hung et al. investigated the
preconcentration performance of μPADs comprising one, two,
and three convergent channels.208 The single-channel μPAD
achieved a 20-fold improvement in the sample concentration in
approximately 2 min, while the double and triple channel μPADs
achieved preconcentration factors of 60- and 140-fold,
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respectively. Finally, a portable concentrator device was
proposed by the use of four 16-V batteries, yielding a practical
POC diagnostic device. Aside from ICP, electrokinetic
stacking,209 evaporation,210 and extraction211,212 based techni-
ques have also been incorporated in μPADs to enrich samples
and enhance the sensitivity of downstream detection methods.

■ CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The research progress highlighted in this Review demonstrates
that μPADs provide great opportunities for simple but effective
analytical measurements in a variety of areas including
biomedical, environmental, and food safety. The advent of new
materials and technologies represent major avenues for research
and development of μPADs. These innovations are made
possible by new microfabrication techniques, surface modifica-
tions, and a variety of new materials for improved properties and
applications. The continued growth of applications for μPADs is
assured by the properties that attracted the initial users: the low
cost for creating a lightweight, portable, and energy efficient
device, the simple fabrication without clean room facilities, the

minimum volume of sample required, and the possibility of
simultaneous measurement on integrated devices.
While significant progress has been made in the field, new

trends are emerging. For example, despite the growth of μPAD
research in university settings, few devices have been extensively
tested in the field. Moving a laboratory technology to the point-
of-need can be complicated; however, utilization in these
conditions is the ultimate goal for developing many of these
μPAD platforms. A recent report by Whitesides illustrated the
process of moving low-cost diagnostics from the bench to the
field in developing countries.213 The experience drawn from
these cases provides valuable information for researchers
interested in the design, fabrication, and assessment of new
μPAD technologies. In the meantime, the World Health
Organization, the Environmental Protection Agency, and other
similar organizations have actively updated public health and
environmental concerns all around the world, which are
informative in guiding the development of new devices for
innovative applications.
To fully deploy μPADs as reliable point-of-care analytical

tools, it is essential but often overlooked to investigate the
analytical performance under different test conditions (e.g.,
temperature, humidity, ambient light, complexity of the sample
matrixes), perform stability studies (especially when sensitive
reagents or materials are involved in the device architecture), and
carry out interference studies. Additionally, inexpensive self-
reporting devices that allow easy interpretation of results for
untrained users could significantly broaden the impact of μPADs.
The use of text reporting devices and color indicators to alert
when a toxic substance or disease biomarker has exceeded certain
permissible or normal levels would be some alternatives to
improve the user-friendliness of the sensors.
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